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EDUCATION LEAVE
For those that are interested in applying for Education Leave for the 2021/2022 School Year – we invite
you to attend:
Education Leave Information Session February 25, 3:30 p.m. via Zoom
https://ca01web.zoom.us/j/63316378272?pwd=U2x5amVuWDlPOWd0blpxL0EwZGtXUT09
Meeting ID: 633 1637 8272

Passcode: 804813

An Education Leave form has been added to our website for your convenience with a reminder that the
deadline for application is March 31, 2021. A copy of the package can also be found on the District Staff
Portal/Human Resources/Forms/BTA.

UPCOMING
EVENTS
• Delegates Day

COVID LEAVE
Last week the Ministry of Education added a new leave provision for teachers who are required by
public health officials to self isolate. While, we already had a similar leave in Burnaby, this does provide more
assurance that sick days will not be used when required to self-isolate for COVID-19 related
reasons. Additionally, with this leave, teachers who are COVID positive but are
asymptomatic (are able to work) can also access this paid leave without using sick time. Where
an employee is directed by a public health official to self-isolate due to potential exposure to COVID-19 and is
asymptomatic, they should:

February 22

• District Pro-D Day

February 26

• RA

March 2

1. Log in the ADS system under Paid Leave-COVID (this will be added to the options)
2. Call your principal to let them know. They may provide remote work for you or direct you to
contact Rogene Swanson at HR. The work provided could be at the school level or you may be redirected to
the District at Home learning program.
3. If there is no work available, the teacher would remain on paid leave (not required to use sick days) until
work became available or the isolation period was over.
Additionally it is important to remember that this leave does not apply to members:
• who are required to quarantine because they travelled
• who are COVID positive with symptoms or have other COVID like symptoms

BTA Office Hours
8 am - 4:30 pm
604-294-8141
bta3@bctf.ca

• who chose to self isolate and were not recommended by a public health official.
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MASKS IN SCHOOLS
While we were disappointed that the announcement last week did not go nearly far enough for increased
health and safety measures in our schools, here is a breakdown of some of the changes we support and
some of the outstanding concerns.
Here are some of the changes the BCTF supports:
• The increased clarity for key safety measures that will reduce uneven implementation across the

province.
• The stronger mask mandate for middle and secondary schools.
• The removal of the term “not recommended” for mask wearing in elementary schools.
• The clear emphasis on the importance of all safety measures and the need for improved layers of

protection like barriers for those that need them. The BCTF has had to take the issue of barriers to the
Labour Relations Board troubleshooting process because some districts refuse to provide them.
• The additional guidance for physical health education and music classes that address key concerns and

allow those classes to proceed in a safer manner. These changes were done in consultation with the
Federation’s Provincial Specialist Associations and set a good example of how health officials can work
with the expertise within the teaching profession.
• The emphasis on a positive and inclusive approach to enforcement that focuses on prevention and not

punitive or stigmatizing approaches.
The BCTF’s outstanding concerns include:
• The stronger mask mandate does not apply to elementary students. However, the removal of the term

“not recommended” will make it easier for teachers and school staffs to encourage more mask wearing.
Parents and caregivers can help by ensuring their children go to school with masks. Districts should
supply additional masks to students and staffs.
• The lack of action to reduce school and classroom density will not help staff and students maintain
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physical distancing. However, it is good to see the recommended distance revert to two metres after
public health changed it to one to two metres in the fall. Despite that positive change, distancing rules
still don’t apply in classrooms.
• The learning group cohort model has not changed and has proven to be a weak safety measure.
• The absence of clear directives to improve ventilation.
• The inaction on improving the contact tracing system.

More information can be found here:
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/administration/kindergarten-to-grade-12/safe-caringorderly/k-12-covid-19-health-safety-guidlines.pdf
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First Vice-President
lx41vp2@bctf.ca

Holly Lloyd

NEW TEACHERS CONFERENCE
A reminder that members can register for the BCTF New Teachers’ Conference 2021. The conference will
be held virtually on February 26, 2021. The workshops selection can be explored here.

Pro-D Chair bta3@bctf.ca

TOC CORNER
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Did you know….
That TOCs can attend and receive pay for the Joint District Pro D Day in February. To qualify, a TOC
would need to have been employed on fifteen out of the thirty school days prior to the District
Professional Development Day or have taught ten consecutive teaching days prior to the Professional
Day. This form has to be filled out and returned to the District Office within two weeks of the District ProD event.
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DISABILITY JUSTICE
Our colleagues in the Vancouver Elementary Teachers' Association and the Chilliwack Teachers' association have collaborated to host a
screening of "Crip Camp". Please check out this link for further information and if you can do join! http://vesta.ca/2021/01/disability-justicevirtual-event-february-11/

HAPPY LUNAR NEW YEAR
This Lunar New Year (Friday, February 12) we celebrate the year of the Ox, celebrating harvest and good luck! BTA member Elaine Su was
featured in this Globe and Mail article (https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/british-columbia/article-bc-neighbourhood-transformsitself-to-aid-toddlers-celebration-of/), highlighting how Elaine inspired her community to come together and celebrate this Lunar New Year.
Elaine explains in the article
“[It] is exactly what I wanted… . That kind of the normalization of diverse celebration is something that I was striving for. And I would love to
see that happen for everybody’s kids,”. The BTA shares this aspiration!
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INCOME TAX CLAIMS
The Federal government recently announced that it is simplifying the process for an employee to claim a deduction on their 2020 tax return for
home-office expenses incurred while working from home due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Teachers can claim under the temporary flat-rate amount ($2/day up to $400) without any additional documentation from the employer.

To claim using the detailed method (calculating work-from-home expenses as a portion of time/square footage), the employee has to
request a T2200S from the employer
The following link will direct you to the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) webpage that provides the criteria that need to be met in order to be
eligible to claim a deduction for home-office expenses: CRA Webpage
• Minimum eligibility requires an employee to have worked more than 50% of the time from home for a period of at least 4 consecutive weeks

during 2020.
If an employee is eligible to claim a deduction for home-office expenses as a result of working from home due to the COVID-19 pandemic, there
are two methods available to the employee: 1) New Temporary Flat Rate Method, and 2) Detailed Method (Simplified Process).
If an employee chooses to apply the New Temporary Flat Rate Method, which provides $2 per day worked from home to a maximum of
$400, the following items are applicable:
• The employee does not need to request a T2200 (Declaration of Conditions of Employment) or T2200S (Declaration of Conditions of

Employment for Working at Home Due to COVID-19) tax form from their employer.
• The employee does not need to retain supporting documentation for expenses incurred while working from home.

If an employee chooses to apply the Detailed Method (Simplified Process), the following items are applicable:
• The employee needs to review the T777S (Statement of Employment Expenses for Working at Home Due to COVID-19) tax form to

determine if they have eligible expenses to claim.
• The employee needs to retain supporting documentation for eligible expenses being claimed.
• The employee needs to request a T2200S (Declaration of Conditions of Employment for Working at Home Due to COVID-19) tax form

from their employer. Please contact Jacqueline.Dairon@burnabyschools.ca and the T2200S tax form should be issued.
School District employees will not be eligible to apply the Detailed Method (Regular Process) for home-office expenses.
If you have additional questions about claiming home-office expenses related to working from home during the COVID-19 pandemic, please
contact the CRA directly. Financial Services will not be providing any tax advice to employees.

INSPIRED WORKPLACE
In 2019 the school board outlined their strategic plans for the next 5 years. Their strategic plan ( inc link) includes 5 overarching themes or
priorities; one of which is to create and support an inspired workplace. In order to meet this goal the district has brought together a
committee that includes representatives from all staff organizations (CUPE, BTA, HR, Mental Health Team, Senior Management). This group
is meeting to develop and implement a mental health and wellness strategy to ensure the well being of all staff. This involves examining best
practices regarding mental health and wellness and to develop a district mental health and well being plan for all employees.
Our group will involve and engage our employee family assistance plan provider and target services for employee mental health. The
committee will create a survey, gather data, host focus groups, develop resources and make time for mental health and wellness initiatives at
every site in the district. Furthermore, an emphasis on communication and making resources and supports more readily available is a
fundamental part of the plan.

GM PRIZE WINNERS
At the BTA General Meeting on February 9, 2021, the members who attended were entered into a draw to win one of two books available.
The books are:
• “1, 2, 3 Count With Me: A Bug Can Count if You Believe” created by Burnaby North Access Program Students
• “A Bee’s Journey” by Scott Mallinson. Scott is a student at Alpha Secondary.

The winners are: Ash DeLauriers, Donna Doerkson, Jackie Fischer, and Mary Hotomanie
The books will be mailed to your school or site through district mail.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH
February is Black History Month. While it is important to embed anti-racist education into our classrooms all year long, teachers can use the
BCTF’s Black History Month Resources to focus on these issues throughout the month.
This is also an important time for teachers to consider deepening our understanding of these issues. The following resources are recommended
for teachers’ who would like to learn more about Black History and anti-Black racism in Canada:
• Many of us are proud of our role in the Underground Railway. The CBC podcast, Canada’s slavery secret: The Whitewashing of 200 years of

enslavement, is a must-listen for those unfamiliar with Canada’s role in exploiting Black and Indigenous slaves.
• Being Black in Canada is a selection of CBC articles and videos highlighting stories of the Black experience
• We are in the middle of the United Nations International decade for People of African Descent. Learn more here.
• The BCTF Equity and Inclusion Raising Awareness and Delving Deeper webpages feature additional videos, articles, and books addressing

racism.
Check out these resources for ideas on how to counter anti-Black racism:
• The Broadbent Institute’s Black History Month policy series will feature blog posts throughout the month with leading Black thinkers’

recommendations for policy changes to address anti-Black racism in Canada.
• The BCTF Equity and Inclusion Tools webpage features resources and workshop to help teachers contribute to antiracist and inclusive

classrooms and communities.
• The Anti-Oppression Educators Collective (AOEC) also has a wealth of anti-Black racism resources available.
• Alanna Sawatsky (Moscrop): https://moscropsocialstudies.weebly.com/28-days-of-excellence-challenge.html
• Donna Morgan: Black in STEM calendar http://blogs.sd41.bc.ca/science/
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DISTRICT PRO-D DAY
Have you registered yet? We have over 2300 registrants so far and counting! Workshops are filling up and some previously full workshops
have expanded their capacity.
What’s in it for me?
Each year, there is always a tricky balance of how to include workshops to meet the needs of all our district staff while still ensuring the number
of workshops offered is not too overwhelming. As well, some popular workshops cap their registration and not everyone can attend. You may
be in the position of coming online to register, only to find you are not able to find space in workshops in your specialty area.
Fortunately, there are a number of workshops around larger concepts, such as diversity, mental health and best practices. Maybe this is the
year to take a risk and try something new if the choices you made are full. Sometimes our greatest learning comes from those moments when
we take a leap of faith.

Engage in cutting edge discussions with Dr. Valerie Irvine on Shifting Practices in a Pandemic. Dr. Irvine works at
the University of Victoria and has become one of the foremost names in the use of technology in education. She has
almost $2 million dollars in grant money towards research in this field.

Get inspired by Ivan Coyote or Dwight Ballantyne.

Ivan is a spoken word performer, writer and SOGI advocate. Coyote
has won many accolades for their collections of short stories, novels,
and films.

Dwight grew up in a remote Indigenous community and has founded
the Ballantyne Project to raise awareness as to what life is like for
people in these remote communities.

Pick up tips for better mental health with a BCTF sponsored workshop.
• Dealing with Stress in the Workplace
• Managing Worry and Anxiety around Covid 19 (presented by Starling Minds, a group dedicated to improving our mental resilience to help us
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